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Hello Beloved brethren. How buoyant you are today. Yes! It is a great recognition when we can offer to ourselves
Divine buoyancy, the opportunity to experience being, not taking; presence, not destruction. What a gift indeed
to be buoyant, is it not? Yes, it is a great gift.

Claiming Your Wisdom Container
Beloved children of ancient wisdom, of all wisdom, of modern wisdom, of future wisdom, we offer to you all of
these adjectives so that you can simply release adjectives and BE wisdom.
What is it to be filled with wisdom? What is it to recognize the wisdom of the ages?
What is it to be in the effervescence of buoyancy in all ways?
It is as if you have been in a can with what you call soda, and someone has shaken you much, and suddenly the
top has popped, has it not? Yes! Then you have effervescence everywhere! And there is no discernment, it will
be on your face, your clothes, next to you…OK! Can you be a bubble of the effervescence? Can you integrate
discernment with your joy?
Are you ready for the wisdom that has permeated all energies to
come forward now in your expression of density at this time?
Beloved children, you all wear great Crowns of Life. A great Crown of Life is indeed a wisdom container as you
would say. Take a moment now and imagine if you must, feel if you enjoy, and see if you prefer, this crown. Be
present with it. Understand that within the content of the structure of the crown is wisdom that offers to each a
Divine conduit of presence, love, energy, joy, peace, abundance and the recognition of Oneness through Allness.
In this time, we have much to say! So we offer to you 12 Lessons of Oneness as a pathway for this year and
beyond.
You are the ones who have come forth now wearing the Crowns of Divine Wisdom, opening the gateway to the
portal and the recognition of what Oneness is. Beloved children, you have now come forward from a time of
abundant Allness. You have put it, (Allness), in a soda can, you have sealed it tight, you have put everything in
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and you have been shaking a long time, no? Yes, and the lid has been popped. Allness is doing its best to express
without limitation. Limitation is indeed birthed of density, for how can one limit limitlessness?

Recognizing Allness in Action
Beloved children, when you recognize that Allness, All-ness, is an expression of Love, an expansion of Light,
a recognition of each wisdom kernel, as they would say, what a big piece of corn you would be. If all of these
kernels were placed together, it would be limitless! Yes! Do you slice the kernels off, or do you go for the gusto
on the cob? What do you seek to do?
You see Beloved Ones, Allness has come forward in a manner
that has released all forms. All forms.
Within the mind of density there is a comprehension of form, is there not? There is the form, and the perceived
formless. There is what you believe you can see with a body, with eyes that are composed of density tissues. And
then there is sight. You are claiming wisdom through many, many, many layers of refraction devices, and yet the
refractory devices that have brought you to this time of Divine illumination, one by one dissipate through your
breath, through your healing capacity, through the relaxation into beingness.
Beloved children, how much more energy would be available to you if you stopped questioning yourself?
How many times in a moment, in a day, do you question yourself, or do you question others, seeking to validate
one belief or form? When you release even half of those questions, how much more energy for Love, Divine
reunion and connection comes forward, how much more available are you then for the wisdom. How much
bigger does your kernel get? Your kernel becomes the entire cob when you release the questions for the sake of
questioning.
Perhaps Beloved Ones, as we begin our 12 Lessons of Oneness, we recognize that Allness, in all of its expression,
is a beautiful gift, is it not? To be able to understand the beauty of your gift, of your presence, of your beingness,
it is a great treasure found...only it is not buried in an ocean, it has been long buried within your own heart. Within
your heart is the greatest treasure of all, Beloved Ones. You wish to find gold bullions? Yes? Then find the gold
within you.

Claiming Divine Empowerment
Beloved children, when you recognize that form is also limited by a perception of density, when you expand your
heart to be in the Allness, without limitation, without the boundary of form, when you say the heck with these
eyes, I shall see truth from now on, then All comes forward, does it not? Perhaps it is the time to take all of your
little spectacles and throw them to the wind. Yes. And perhaps the wind will help you.
Beloved children, this is the great time of seeing the truth that is before thee, the truth that is before thee does not
need spectacles to be seen. It is within thee, around thee, as thee, part of thee.
Beloved Wisdom Ones, as you empower the Crown of Wisdom, you become the expression of Allness,
with the understanding of Oneness. The vital first step.
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In order to fully embrace Allness, there is a great chore before you, if you choose to call it a chore, and this can be
quite a chore. This could make you feel as if you are both the one doing the plowing, and pulling the plow at the
same time. It is that big a chore. My goodness. The chore is to release all judgment of yourself…Of yourself.
Beloved children, so many times in your wisdom and expression of Allness, your Divine expression now has
come forward and said, “I wish to experience Allness, so I shall experience judgment and hate and anger and guilt
and distrust and all of the other things that come with the body.” Halleluiah. Good. However, as your world turns
from cycle to cycle, you are soon rapidly in your world at a time where the soda will explode without you having
to pull the tab at all. Because the Allness has been shaken up, the bubbles have created bubbles, have created
bubbles, have created bubbles. It is a most fun metaphor, go shake up some soda! Yes!

Releasing Limits: Finding Clarity
Beloved ones, to seek to contain the Allness is a judgment. To seek to contain your expressions, limits the
limitless. To question for the sake of questioning to perpetuate a belief system of density, will perpetuate density.
All of these expressions are manifest before you now and will continue to be, because in All-ness, how can you
limit any expression?
We invite you, because you have invited us to share, into the recognition that the you, as your density expression,
is indeed at the time of reunification into Oneness from the expression of Allness. And in that process, your
choice must be clear to either continue with Allness, which will have a very different experience than the
Reunification of Oneness. It is not that one ends and another begins, it is that the two become apparent in the
Oneness of All that is expressed.
Because there is no separation, this can be confusing to a mind in a body, can it not? How can there be two if
there is only one? Because Beloved Ones, one and one is still always one, it is only in your world that a one and
a one make a two.
It is important to recognize that as you are in this time of reunification, as we are honored to share with you each
cycle of what you would call a moon or a month, perhaps you take that month and you fully experience One lesson
at a time, overlapping with any other One experience you may enjoying at a time, because it will still be One, will
it not? Yes.
Perhaps it is the time to stop judging yourself, and perhaps it is the time for you to judge yourself like you’ve
never judged yourself before! Simply pay attention.
Each choice will manifest to itself the Divine Oneness in the culmination energy that is
coming forth to empower your Wisdom Crown.
Your Wisdom Crown radiates with abundant light, this light has a crystalline matrix within it that attaches itself,
so to speak, to your heart, illuminates your heart, anchoring your heart. When you anchor the heart with the
Wisdom Crown that you carry, then the kernels of Divine wisdom become you, you do not need to find them, you
do not need to seek for them, you are them. Beloved Ones, be in the preciousness of your wisdom as Oneness
comes forward.
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The Divine Birth Is at Hand

When you said, “Yes, I will be in the planet of density, I will go to the densest of the dense to celebrate the
Reunion of Oneness,” when you brought this energy forward you celebrated greatly, and you came here in
joyous celebration.
Your beloved world is now birthing. The birth is not a twin, the birth is not a triplet, the birth is your birth.
Perhaps what is being birthed is the truth of you. You are birthing Beloved Ones, birthing does not happen outside
of you, it is happening through you. Can you midwife yourself? Can you hold the space for others?
For as you midwife all of this Earth, as you hold the birth of this planet, you are holding
the reunification of your Oneness. You are birthing this.
You are not a victim, you are the participant, as you are the giver of Life, as you are the witness, as you are the
observer, as you are the One, and in the Allness that has been in your genetic make-up of the homes you call
bodies in this world.
For so many, many, many periods of what you call time, can you now look at that All-ness and bring it into the
truth before you, standing witness to yourself, as you are witness for each other. Birthing for yourself, as you birth
for each other. Letting go of the judgment begins with you.
If you choose to remain in judgment, or those around you choose to remain in judgment, thank them for helping
you to recognize where you may still hold judgment. For those around you, in their choices, gift you Divinely
because in front of you, you must release judgment. If you choose to, of course!
Each is in their Divine precious Wisdom Reunification.
The work to be done Beloved Ones is a joyous gift, if you choose it to be, or it can be like shackles if you choose it
to be. Allow yourselves to decide, do I purify my body to effortlessly hold a higher vibration, or does my ego still
say, “I really like density.” OK, because if you are in conflict here, then you have already made another choice,
and this is good because it will show you where you may judge yourself in your choice. Can you see how deeply
the layers go?

Celebrating and Discernment
Beloved children, the greatest illusion in your world now is the one that you give to yourself when you are unable
to look into the truth of you, because the truth of you has always radiantly, joyously, abundantly, lovingly and
Divinely supported All-ness for you. How could that have ever been wrong? It is only your judgment of your
actions that creates the energy of wrongness.
We encourage you to begin with yourselves because it is useless in this world to delude yourself that you can
release judgment of others, when the judgment of yourself still reigns. Can you model this for others? Can you
model it for yourself?
Beloved children, we are dancing. Yes! We invite all of you to join this party! The party of Oneness, a Divine
celebration to be able to gaze at each being on the planet with heart-centered understanding and gratitude, and say
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“Thank you for serving so well, thank you for opening, thank you for being”, even the ones that you would claim
in judgment have committed horrific crimes. This is a great, great, great discernment.
The discernment comes from recognizing that yes, there are actions of a planet in density that have and bring
to them direct consequences of actions, and there is the witnessing of each action from the recognition of soul
generation, soul expansion.
This discernment is important, it does not say we put a knife in all of your hands, and say go kill as you will, it
does say can you recognize that each is doing their part, knowing that their actions will receive the soul energy
that they are needing for their own completion? This is not your job, as they say.
If you were to have a job, another word of density, perhaps it would be to fully embrace the truth of yourself, to
simply recognize that you are here by choice, you can not mess this up, no matter how hard you think you are
trying. Yes. All is, and has always been, well.
Or, does the mind judge and say, “I must question this, I must question this,” because it is a self-perpetuating
vehicle of this world that will do everything possible. The mind is a sly pirate, it will do everything possible to
stop your progress. What a gift. The great gift you could have ever asked for came right with you, it is part of
the package!
Beloved children of Light, Beloved Ones, you are abundantly into the time of Oneness. This, in your world, is
one of the few certain things that is before you. Be cautious and careful as you bring forth your discernment. Pay
attention to what calls you to Oneness, what calls you to Allness.
When your questions come forward, and questions are a gift, simply put a discernment to your question and
ask, “Is my mind asking just to ask, or does my heart truly wish to be free?” This is an important discernment,
for all questions asked by a heart seeking reunification are all-ways answered. Questions asked for the sake of
the mind will perpetuate the mind, a good thing too! Just get clear on your choice!

Abundant Expansion
Beloved children, your world has entered a phase of abundant expansion. Abundance is not limited by the
perception of an understanding of a word. Abundance is an energy, as is fear, as is chaos, as is Love. It is an
energy.
All energies in the expression of Allness, will find All-ways of being.
When your clarity comes forward, the energies in your expression
of Allness will support your clarity.
And as you move further into Oneness, All becomes One, and One has All-ways been. And so it is. We invite you
to take a deep breath. Yes. We invite your mind in this moment to simply feel peace.
In this one moment, beloved mind, be at peace. Can you even imagine in a moment everything, everything
without limit in Allness, in Divine harmony? Feel that gift.
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Feel all in Divine harmony, your body with your heart, with your mind, with your soul, with your preciousness,
with all that has ever been. This is your truth, and may this month find you expressing it often, and may your
expression free others to do the same.
Be in the energy of harmony, because in the energy of harmony, there are no questions.
Feel the bliss of yourselves Beloved Ones, experience this as a great dance, and may the harmony of
Oneness as a Divine gift received from Allness, empower your Crown of Wisdom into effervescent clarity
that you share with All.
We love you dearly. Much more to say! And so it is. Abundant Love.
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